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About This Game

NC TD 2 is a fun and innovation Tower Defense game based in the near future. Featuring more than 30 different enemy units
types spread over 22 well crafted levels and with 20 different towers to chose from. You can challenge yourself on the normal
difficulty setting or just enjoy the ride on easy. If you think you are a Tower Defense legend give the very hard setting a try it

will test your skills to their limits.
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10\/10 would still bang. This game is nothing more than a quick cash in. The gameplay is unengaging. The cast is uninteresting
and the world lacks character. There is promise here with the morality system and job combinations, but a lot more
development time is needed to reach it. As it stands, this game isn't worth the price they are asking for it, or any price for that
matter. It should be free. If you want something made with RPG Maker that is worth your time and money get To The Moon,
Deadly Sin 2, Aveyond, or Skyborn.. Stumble across the book of dread and love the game. Godfall is an awesome upgrade from
book of dread. Bought the game on sale but it's worth full price. If you liked book of dread you will be pleased with Godfall..
Even with the occasional bugs (that twilight frontier promised to fix soon) it's still a very fun and surprisingly deep fighting
game. after a few hours my park took a turn for the worse so i decided to buy two dragons to mate. as soon as i bought them i
realised the unicorn enclosure wasnt strong enough and they escaped and ate all the workers... so i was 3mil in debt with two
dragons on the loose.
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I played the first Hacker Evolution and I loved it. So when I heard that there was going to be a sequel, I jumped at the chance to
purchase it!

However, this game has little to recommend it, and doesn't much resemble the original at all. The original made you feel like an
actual hacker, typing commands into a console. This game is a GUI based point-and-click. You don't get the feel of being a
hacker that you might expect from the title.

Not only that, but the gameplay is boring, and a lot of the tools at your disposal are arbitrarily difficult to use, and the time limit
placed on you just makes things stressful and not fun when the tools take almost as long or longer than the time allotted to you.
Do not buy.. If it wouldn't crash so frequently I'd say it's almost worth €2. It crashes very often.

Will give it a thumbs up if crashes go away.. Not a good idea when trying to complete a dissertation.. A really fun character, but
you're better off getting more bang for your buck by buying Kombat Pack 2, which includes this, four other characters, and a
few costume packs at only around 60% of what you'd have to pay for everything individually.. Okay, my turn to review this
game, i guess.
I've been playing the game since the day it came out, heck, maybe even since the hour it came out, i was so excited to have a
game like this on steam.
At first, yea, there were bugs, however, thanks to the devs, most of them were fixed on the spot. Now i haven't stumbled on a
single bug in a long time.
Option for a good AI was added to the game (yea, good, i saw one win with a sanbaiman)
Overall good performance and nice playstyle.
Really good tutorial (yakus still take time to learn tho, can't help that one)

Finally, about people playing this game.
This game isn't one of the most famous games in the world. It might be for Japan and its variations for other asian countries, but
for the rest of the world it isn't as well known as it should be.
The players exist, they aren't that many, yea, but they are out there. However, due to the nature of the game, the rooms that are
currently in game wont appear. Lobbies appear only while waiting for people to get in.
Many see the empty lobby list and get disappointed. So here how it goes, make a room and wait, you might wait for some time
but someone will come. What's more, you can add him to your friend list on steam and then play again and again with him
whenever you want. Thats how I did it, and now i ask people to join, or i get asked instead, and now i play on daily basis, with
some awesome people.. English translation (I'm not sure what is correct)

I recommend the game, but the developers want to say this: there is little variety. I think it would be better if you add:
-Plot.
-Multiplayer.
- An open world (as an option) (I do not mean that the cards should be removed, I want to say that, for example, one or another
race must be reached in an open world)
-If you add an open world, then why not add cops or other racers (AI).
-Make it so that you can turn on your music in the background.
I liked the game, it is worth the money (in my stores some buns are more expensive).

Игру рекомендую, но разработчикам хочу сказать вот что: мало разнообразия. Думаю будет лучше если добавить:
-Сюжет.
-Мультиплеер.
-Открытый мир (как вариант) (я не имею ввиду что карты надо убрать, я хочу сказать что например, до той или иной
гонки надо доехать по открытому миру)
-Если добавить открытый мир, то почему бы не добавить полицейских или других гонщиков (AI).
-Сделать так, чтобы на фоне можно было включить свою музыку.
Игра понравилась, стоит своих денег (у меня в магазинах некоторые булочки дороже стоят).
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